
"Parent & Me”-  Ages 2-4  

Water Exploration Skills 

Ring around the Rosy 

London Bridge 

Treasure Hunt 

Running in the Water Races 

Duck, Duck, Goose 

Red Light, Green Light, 1-2-3 

Go through the Hoop 

Stroke Mechanics Skills (All assistance is provided by the parent) 

Float assisted on stomach 

Float assisted on back 

Kick on stomach with assistance 

Kick on back with assistance 

Blow bubbles 

Reach and pull with arms 

Sweep and submerge 

Pass from instructor to parent 

Jump into water to parent 

Safety Skills 

Wear a life jacket in the water 

Meet the lifeguard 
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Parent & Me is meant to introduce 
children safely to the water.  In this 
class, two instructors work with 
both parents and the children.  The 
goal is to help develop 
fundamental skills that children 
will eventually do independently.  
Modifications are made for 
individuals as their skills will 
develop at different rates.  



“Independent Preschooler”-  Ages 3-4 

Water Exploration Skills 

Enter the water with Instructor assistance 

Blow bubbles with hands cupped or with face partially in the water 

Reach for objects under water and retrieve them 

Move from knee deep water to shoulder deep water comfortably 

Jump off the dock while holding onto Instructor’s hands 

Red Light, Green Light, 1-2-3 Independently 

Stroke Mechanics Skills (All assistance is provided by the instructor) 

Float assisted on stomach, head does not need to be in the water 

Float assisted on back 

Kick on stomach with assistance 

Kick on back with assistance 

Kick on stomach in the shallow water with arms on the ground 

Reach and pull with arms 

Kick on back in shallow water while seated on the ground 

Step through or float through a hoop 

Reach and pull back arms while being held by instructor 

Safety Skills 

Demonstrate safe swimming skills by swimming with a buddy 

Life Jacket skills:  Floating, Kicking, Arm Movement 
 
Meet the lifeguard 
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“Independent 
Preschooler” is a 
class meant for 
children who can be  
independent in the 
water and will work 
with an instructor 
without a parent.  
This is essential for 
this class to work.  
Children will learn 
intermediary skills 
above Parent and Me 
and below Level 1. 



"Just Starting":  Group 1- Ages 5 & Older 

Water Exploration Skills 

Enter water from the beach comfortably without assistance 

Blow bubbles with face in the water 

Enter deeper water independently using a ladder to an instructor 

Jump off leveled dock to an instructor in deeper water 

Retrieve submerged objects while in chest deep water 

Completely submerge body under water for 1-3 seconds 

Stroke Mechanics Skills 

Float on back with head relaxed with assistance 

Float on stomach with head submerged with assistance 

Kick on stomach using flutter kick with a kickboard or noodle 

Reach and pull using simulated arm strokes 

Reach and pull using simulated arm strokes while blowing bubbles 

Use arms and legs in front crawl stroke with assistance 

Kick on stomach using dolphin kick independently using a kickboard or noodle 

Safety Skills 

Take a tour of the swim facility; learn about the various roles of safety personnel 

Demonstrate how to call 911 

Identify different safety devices and what they are used for 

Practice shallow water assist with a rescue tube 

Demonstrate safe swimming skills by swimming with a buddy 

Life Jacket skills:  Floating, Kicking, Arm Movement 
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Group 1 is a class 
meant for children 
who can be  
independent in the 
water and are at a 
minimal age of those 
ready to enter 
kindergarten.  The 
goal of this class is to 
get each child to feel 
more comfortable in 
the water and build 
upon basic skills that 
they will learn.    



"Ready to Go" Group 2 

Water Exploration Skills 

Enter deeper water independently using a ladder and swim toward instructor 

Jump off leveled dock and swim to an instructor in deeper water 

Retrieve submerged objects while in shoulder deep water 

Completely submerge body under water and swim under water 5 yards 

Stroke Mechanics Skills 

Float on back without assistance 

Float on stomach without assistance and face is submerged 

Kick on stomach using flutter kick independently using a kickboard or noodle 

Kick on stomach using dolphin kick independently using a kickboard or noodle 

Kick on back using flutter kick independently using a kickboard or noodle 

Kick on back using frog/breast kick independently using a kickboard or noodle 

Demonstrate streamlined flutter kick on stomach 5 yards 

Demonstrate streamlined flutter kick on back 5 yards 

Reach & pull using simulated arm strokes while face is in water blowing bubbles 

Safety Skills 

Take a tour of the swim facility; learn about the various roles of safety personnel 

Identify different safety devices and what they are used for 

Demonstrate safe swimming skills by swimming with a buddy 

Practice controlling bleeding using first aid supplies 

Practice tossing a ring buoy to assist a swimmer in distress 

Roll over from stomach to back & back to stomach independently 

Tread Water in deep water 15 seconds 

Life Jacket skills:  Floating, Kicking, Arm Movement 

Life Jacket skills:  Jump into deep water 
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Group 2 swimmers 
have a basic comfort 
level in the water and 
are ready to 
complete 
fundamental skills 
independently, at 
greater distances, 
and longer times 
than Group 1. 



"On my Own":  Group 3  
Water Exploration Skills 

Jump in deep water with kickboard or noodle and kick 25 yards 

Jump in deep water and swim to instructor freestyle crawl stroke 10 yards 

Retrieve submerged objects comfortably while in shoulder deep water 

Completely submerge body under water and swim under water 10 yards 

Perform a kneel dive from platform dock into deep water 

Stroke Mechanics Skills 

Kick on stomach using flutter kick independently using a kickboard or noodle 

Kick on stomach using dolphin kick independently using a kickboard or noodle 

Kick on back using flutter kick independently using a kickboard or noodle 

Kick on back using frog/breast kick independently using a kickboard or noodle 

Demonstrate streamlined flutter kick on stomach 15 yards 

Demonstrate streamlined flutter kick on back 15 yards 

Reach & pull using simulated arm strokes while face is in water blowing bubbles 

Demonstrate proficient freestyle crawl stroke with side breathing 15 yards 

Demonstrate proficient backstroke crawl stroke 15 yards 

Demonstrate proficient elementary backstroke 10 yards 

Safety Skills 

Take a tour of the swim facility; learn about the various roles of safety personnel 

Identify different safety devices and what they are used for 

Demonstrate safe swimming skills by swimming with a buddy 

Watch and participate in a backboard rescue demonstration 

Practice using a shepherds crook to assist a swimmer in distress 
Roll over from stomach to back and back to stomach independently 
Tread Water in deep water 30 seconds 
Float on back in deep water 30 seconds 
Life Jacket skills:  Jump into deep water 
Life Jacket skills:  Help & Huddle positions 
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Group 3 swimmers 
learn kicks for all 
competitive and 
noncompetitive 
strokes.  An 
emphasis is placed 
on coordinating 
freestyle crawl and 
backstroke. 



"Deep Water Readiness":  Group 4  

Water Exploration Skills 

Jump in deep water and swim to instructor freestyle crawl 

Jump in deep water and swim to instructor backstroke crawl  

Completely submerge body under water and swim under water 15 yards 

Perform a standing dive from platform dock into deep water 

Stroke Mechanics Skills 

Demonstrate proficient freestyle crawl stroke with side breathing 25 yards 

Demonstrate proficient backstroke crawl stroke 25 yards 

Demonstrate proficient elementary backstroke 25 yards 

Kick on stomach using frog/breast kick independently with arms at side 15 yards 

Demonstrate breaststroke pull while on a noodle 15 yards; show proper timing  

Kick on stomach using dolphin kick independently with arms at side and streamlined 

Demonstrate butterfly pull while on a noodle 5 yards; show proper timing 

Swim 10 yards of sidestroke/scissor kick with noodle or kickboard 

Swim 15 yards freestyle crawl, tread water 30 seconds, swim 10 yards 

Complete Graydon Deep Water Skills Test 

Safety Skills 

Demonstrate safe swimming skills by swimming with a buddy 

Watch and participate in a backboard rescue demonstration 

Learn fundamentals of rescue breathing in an unconscious child 

Demonstrate a stride jump with rescue equipment; swim approach stroke 

Tread Water in deep water 1 minute 

Float on back in deep water 1 minute 
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Group 4 helps gear 
swimmers to pass the 
Graydon Deep Water 
Test. 



"Competitive Swimming Jump Start":  Group 5  
Water Exploration Skills 

Completely submerge body under water and swim under water 15 yards 

Perform a standing dive from platform dock into deep water 

Perform a racing dive 

Perform a relay dive 

Do a freestyle flip turn 

Do a backstroke flip turn 

Perform a backstroke start with dolphin kick under water 

Perform a breaststroke pull out from a start and turn 

Do a breaststroke/butterfly turn 

Stroke Mechanics Skills 

Demonstrate proficient freestyle crawl stroke with side breathing 50 yards 

Demonstrate proficient backstroke crawl stroke 50 yards 

Coordinate breaststroke with proper timing 25 yards 

Coordinate butterfly with proper timing 25 yards 

Show various freestyle stroke drills 

Coordinate sidestroke; swim 15 yards 

Swim elementary backstroke 25 yards 

Safety Skills 

Demonstrate safe swimming skills by swimming with a buddy 

Learn fundamentals of rescue breathing in an unconscious child 

Demonstrate a stride jump with rescue equipment; swim approach stroke 

Tread Water in deep water 2 minutes 

Demonstrate survival float 1 minute 

Perform 3 surface dives in 10-12 feet deep water; feet first, tuck/pike, & approach 
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Group 5 Swimmers have 
passed their Deep Water 
Test.  This helps swimmers 
improve their endurance 
and stamina in the water 
and learn competitive 
swimming skills that they 
may utilize on Swim Team. 



"Fitness Swim for Youth":  Group 6  

Water Exploration Skills 

Perform a racing dive 

Do a freestyle flip turn 

Do a backstroke flip turn 

Perform a backstroke start with dolphin kick under water 

Perform a breaststroke pull out from a start and turn 

Do a breaststroke/butterfly turn 

Stroke Mechanics Skills 

Demonstrate proficient freestyle crawl stroke with side breathing 400 yards 

Demonstrate proficient backstroke crawl stroke 200 yards 

Coordinate breaststroke with proper timing 100 yards 

Coordinate butterfly with proper timing 100 yards 

Show various freestyle stroke drills 

Learn how to check heart rate 

Use a pace clock to complete basic swim sets using pull buoy, fins, and kick board 

Coordinate sidestroke; swim 50 yards 

Swim elementary backstroke 50 yards 

Safety Skills 

Participate in basic rescue drills  using rescue equipment such as surf rescue board 

Tread Water in deep water 5 minutes 

Perform underwater search and rescue in deep water 
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Group 6 is meant for 
swimmers who want to learn 
basic lifeguarding skills that 
they may need if they choose 
to take lifeguarding when 
they are 15 years of age.  
Secondly, swimmers who 
want to improve their fitness, 
but may not want to be on a 
competitive team, this class 
satisfies their needs. 


